
T2 NOTES OCTOBER  WIDD (Batam) - WSSS (Singapore)- VHHH (Hong Kong)

Pre-departure conditions: 
-APU malfunction MEL 49-11-01. Make sure you do the appropriate entry for the ETOPS limitation. Read the 
tech-log and and yellow page carefully, some signature will be missing. 

-Weather is not looking good for WIDD and WSSS. Since WIDD and WSSS are in the same area, my FO 
considered nominating WMKK as the alternate instead. As a result more fuel is carried. We planned for 1 go 
around at WSSS (+3 tons), 1 go around in WMKK (+3 tons) and added 3.5 tons more for diverting to WMKK. 
Hong Kong weather looks fine. NOTAM looks fine for all. 

After Entering the Aircraft:
-Arrived at the aircraft, there are no electrical power, all screens are dark. Do FCOM3 Electrical Power Up 
procedure to start up the aircraft. 

-Super hot cabin. Considered loading the crew to work first and ask the loading officer to come back later for 
passenger boarding after (you have established ground air for some ventilation). 

-Do the normal set up no drama. A few tricky things: 
Since there is no APU and only one Pneumatic Source from the ground, do the FCOM 3 Ground 

Electrical Start procedure follow by Engine Cross Bleed Start. During engine cross bleed start make sure 
there is no ground personnel behind the operating engine. During this process, the ground guy will have to 
return to the tug, because there were thunder. Be sure to have another way to communicate with him (i.e., 
radio ) in case start was unsuccessful. 

Discrepancy on METAR and ATIS QNH, check it with ATC; Runway was 04, but wind was 230 de-
gree 15 knots and later went up to 20 knots, so ask for Runway 22. However it won’t be given until you have  
just started taxi-ing. Therefore make sure you got both 22 and 04 RTOW ready. During taxi 22 will be grant-
ed so do FCOM 3 Departure Runway or Take-off Data Change. Eventually we used RWY 22 HOSBA 1 D. 

Before takeoff do a weather scan on departure path. We see a large thunderstorm from departure 
track to IAP at WSSS. Normal Take-off to clean, deviated from the weather, hold at WSSS- waypoint NYLON 
to sort out the approach setup. We expected 20C ILS, ATIS appear to be 20 VOR. ATIS viability is lower than 
minimum on the approach plate. After set up we requested for another update, it rises above minimum there-
fore we give the approach a try. On the approach we realized there is once again weather on the published 
missed approach track, therefore we requested for a modification of the MAP procedure to a right turn in-
stead of left. It was granted. Went down to minimum, not visual, go around. We requested for an updated 
weather again, ceiling became 6000 feet. However, the VOR experienced a lightening strike, therefore 
WSSS approach can only offer visual approach 20C. We requested for a few track miles to set up the box on 
downwind.  Their radar vector for the visual circuit was a bit tight. We could not make the first approach (sta-
bilized approach criteria). Did the approach again and landed. Taxi to gate D44. 

One bit of advice given by the STC for the visual circuit was that we could modify the circuit height 
plus 100 feet since airport elevation is 22 feet and it will ease the rush. Set a 4 nm ring instead of 3 nm and 
have a 1600ft circuit height. 

Shut down: 
Since no APU, make sure there is ground power before shutting off the engine, hydraulic and fuel pump. 

Second sector to VHHH, APU was still inoperative. USE FCOM 3 Engine Ground Pneumatic Start ( spe-
cial attention to the procedure: “accomplish normal start, means go back to set up Hydraulics and 
fuel pump before starting the second engine) and Cross Bleed Start RWY 20 C Mersing 6B DEP, how-
ever RTO (FO took over) SIM FINISHED! 


